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What Is Marketing?   
 
Businesses spend a great deal of money on marketing.  Individuals get 
degrees from colleges and graduate schools, some take workshops and 
classes, and others purchase seminar programs and train for certifications.  
Some businesses pay other people to do the marketing for them, and other 
businesses do it themselves.   
 
Over the past twenty years, I’ve done a lot of some and a little of 
others…and still do!  I can tell you that the secret to the success formula is 
laying the proper foundation and implementing simple, effective, proven 
marketing strategies.  And then…. Just doing them! 
 
When you get right down to it, marketing is simply telling people 
what you do over and over again… and then again and again. It’s 
dusting the world with your unique brand of fairy dust.   
  
Simple, right?  You’ve probably heard it before…..  

 
So why aren’t you doing it? Or perhaps the bigger question is why is 
what you’re doing just not working? 
 

Sometimes you can get so overwhelmed that you just don’t know where to 
begin.  It also can be challenging to know exactly how to put the pieces 
together when there are a lot of options and moving parts.  And then, with 
all the juggling and to do lists, it can be difficult to stay motivated through 
the process. 
 
At its core, relationship marketing is communicating.  It’s sharing yourself, 
your products, and your services with your market over and over 
again…and then again and again. 
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The good news is there are many ways to do it: One-on-one, within a 
group, speaking to an audience, writing, the web, social media, advertising, 
by phone… you get to create your mix of strategies.  
 
These strategies share your marketing communications in the marketplace, 
with your clients, potential clients, target market, referral partners, and 
other professionals.  

 
Over time, these conversations create, establish and become 
relationships. That’s where you sprinkle your fairy dust and share 
your magic, authentically and consistently….and then again and 
again.   

 
In today’s marketplace, successful businesses are built on relationships.  
 
So…. remember the formula: 
 
 

 
 
 
If you’re in a professional service-based business, you may offer programs 
and products based on your services as well. You may be a small business 
owner with employees or a solopreneur.  Maybe you’re an independent 
contractor or an executive, where sales/marketing and your performance 
are directly related to your income. In all of these scenarios, you put out an 
entrepreneurial effort to grow your income.  
 
You have passion and desire, and you like to search out new information 
and learn new things.  You’re an explorer.  You’re a multi-tasker.  You’re 
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amazing!  But… you can sometimes fall short on the clarity and follow 
through…. There’s just so much you want and love to do!  
 
(Believe me, I know!  I’ve been there!) 
 
So where do you begin?  How do you put all the pieces together to 
accomplish your goals? How do you stay on track and stay motivated along 
the way? How do you just get unstuck and play big in a huge way? 
 
 “The way we do anything is the way we do everything, unless change 
happens.”  ~  Jo Colontonio and Megan Schapp 
 
 
Change is about to happen. This report and eCourse is going to break 
marketing communications down into 5 simple steps so that you can Kick 
Start Your Marketing, Get Clients, and Get Profitable Results Now! 
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The BIG Picture 
 
Before you begin, let’s take a look at the big picture. 
 
Relationship Marketing and Communication Central 
Hub 

 
In today’s marketplace your website is the hub of your branding and 
marketing. Everything is positioned and shared from your website, so it’s 
important that you have one.  
 
The diagram below outlines your website as the Central Hub and the 5 
Steps To Kick Start Your Marketing, Get Clients, and Get Profitable Results 
Now!  
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Kick Start Tips:  
 

 Own your name and your place online and offline. 

 Choose a company name, register your domain, and get your website 
set up…do it now.  

 From this base station, use online strategies, coordinate, and 
reinforce your offline efforts to your market online. 

 
Stretch Kick Start Tip:   
 

 Are there other URLs you want to grab while you’re thinking big? 
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Step 1: Build a Marketing Foundation 
 
“If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be 
lost, that is where they should be.  Now put the 
foundations under them.”  ~  Henry David Thoreau  
 
The foundation of your marketing plan begins with you. 
 
So ask yourself… 
 

1. What are you passionate about?  
 
2. What do you do and who do you do it for?  
 
3. Where do your peeps hang out? 
 
4. How are you unique from others?  
 
5. Why do you do it? 

 
In other words… 

 
What’s the little something, that something deep down inside you’re 
passionate about? That you do more fabulously than anyone else? So much 
that you can’t you wait to get up in the morning and share it with people? 
What’s your purpose?  
 
I’ve been helping clients connect their passion with their purpose for years.  
For my clients and for me, that’s the beginning of the journey to creating a 
business that speaks to their passion and purpose as well as bringing in a 
profit.  That solid connection will skyrocket your success.   
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This is the foundation, the core energy center of your marketing.  
Everything you say, do, print, post, share… resonates from this point. So 
know who you’re talking to, make it clear, consistent, and valuable.  
 
Your brand is simply how you want to be known in an absolutely 
irresistible, unforgettable, identifiable way in your market. Successful 
branding and marketing is from the inside out. Authentically and 
passionately be and share yourself, your business, and your expertise with 
the world.   
 
Now here’s the again and again part: It’s imperative to clearly define your 
brand, express and communicate who you are, who you want to work with 
and why you do it, so that you can attract the most ideal clients in your 
target market.  
 
Your Target Market, Niche, and Competition in the Marketplace 
 
It’s extremely important to know your target market and your niche.  I 
mean to really, really know and understand them and their challenges and 
needs.  It’s also important to know your competition in your market and 
what they’re offering and how they’re marketing their products and 
services.  These factors are essential to effectively reach and speak to your 
audience, and selling your products and services.  
 
Kick Start Tips: 
 

 Your foundation is built on you, your mission, and your market. 
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 Relationship Marketing is from the inside out; connect your passion 
to your purpose. 

 Be Clear on your Mission…. Know your Market… Be your Brand 
 
Stretch Kick Start Tip:   
 

 Mindset Tool:  During this process really allow your head, your heart, 
and your gut to line up.  Once they do, let your intuition rule.   

 Remember, fear is a liar.  

 Play big with your thoughts; the only thing holding you back is 
yourself. 
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Step 2: Marketing Goals 
 
“A goal properly set is halfway reached.”   ~ Abraham 
Lincoln 
 
What do you want to achieve? Because, first, you have to 
know what you’re working toward before you start moving. 
 
There are 6 important points to remember to properly set and implement 
your goals.   

1. It’s important to set goals that will stretch you. 
2. You need to try your absolute best to meet them. 
3. If it becomes clear that the goal is unrealistic or may be unreasonable 

now, then just change it. Yep, …just simply change it. 
4. Reward yourself for your efforts, not necessarily for your results.  
5. Write them down. 
6. Be optimistic and have some fun. 

Decide what you would like to accomplish.  Goals are actually statements of 
intention.  When you set them, they are your own personal declaration of 4 
things: 

1. What you want 
2. What you’re planning to focus on 
3. What you intend to accomplish  
4. Within what time frame 
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Remember your goals should be S.M.A.R.T. 

 

Kick Start Tips: 

 Write down clear goals for better strategizing and planning. Make 
sure to be S.M.A.R.T., optimistic, and to add a little fun! 

Stretch Kick Start Tip:  
 

 Keep a marketing ideas and goals journal.  It’s a great place to save 
ideas that can later be turned into goals or to enhance projects in 
process.  

 Play with the idea of incorporating these goals into a marketing and 
media calendar.  
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Step 3: Define Marketing Strategies 
 
“Now is the time to explore and evaluate your marketing 
strategies and tactics. Now is the perfect time to create 
and build a consistently functioning and performing 
marketing system that will ignite your business and your 
life.”  ~  Jo Colontonio 
 
Communicate with your Market….Online meets Offline 

 
Are you playing full out in both? 

 
Marketing strategies begin by really understanding your niche and target 
market and, most importantly, the problems you plan to solve for them.   
 
It’s also important to evaluate your market size, trends, competition, and 
potential partners to collaborate with when strategizing and choosing the 
tactics you are going to implement.  
 
Clarity, organization, and consistency in implementation and execution of 
your strategy mix are essential to successfully communicating and 
interacting with your market.  Think of strategies resonating out from your 
website (your hub of marketing operations) as your highest-level 
organizational principle for your marketing and sales actions.   
 
Here are the six strategies centered at your website hub to mix into your 
marketing (remember – consistency is key!):    
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1. Direct Outreach and Follow up:  Reaching out to meet new people        

and form new relationships 

 

2. Networking and Referral Building:  Developing a network from 

which from which you can get ideas and information, referrals, 

clients, resources and business 

 

3. Keep In Touch:  Staying in contact with newsletters, email, phone 

calls 

 

4. Writing and Publicity:  Blogging, articles, books, e-courses, 

interviews 
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5. Speaking:  Speaking in front of a group, online webinars, and 
teleseminars 

 
6. Promotional Sponsorship and Advertising: Trade show exhibits, 

event sponsorship, online and off line advertisements  
 
Kick Start Tips: 
 

 Choose three strategies and use them.  Remember the “again, again, 
and again” part.  

 
Stretch Kick Start Tips:   
 

 What are the three strategies that you’d like to start out with?  
Which will you add in 90 days from now? 

 Why not make a chart of exactly what, when, and how you will 
consistently implement these strategies?  

 
 (If you find you’re struggling a little or just need a sanity check, 
sign up for a complimentary strategy session with me – you’ll be 
surprised at what a little of my fairy dust can do!)  
 

 
 
  

http://igniteyourbusinessnow.com/discovery-session-with-Jo-Colontonio/
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Step 4: Plan, Promote, and Profit 
 
“A plan that isn’t written is just a loose collection of 
thoughts and wishes.”  ~ Jo Colontonio 
 
Your marketing plan is also a promotional plan, and if 
designed and implemented consistently, will increase effect 
your profits.  It’s important to write your plan down, identify, and organize 
a system to effectively communicate with your market… over and over 
again.   
 
Always remember, you need to know where you’re going in order to work 
your plan to get there! This is the big picture.  
 
In my more advanced programs, I really break this down into smaller 
pieces…. monthly, weekly, and even daily tasks… into the overall mix.   
 
Kick Start Tip: 
 

 Write out your plan. Check in with it everyday to assist with staying 
on track. 

 Find a plan that works for you. If it doesn’t work for you, you’re not 
going to work the plan! 

 Successful entrepreneurs consistently implement…. remember the 
again and again. 

 
Stretch Kick Start Tip:  
 

 How about really going for it and playing full out? What would that 
look like? 
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 Take your next step to success in business with a complimentary 
strategy session with me. 

 
  

http://igniteyourbusinessnow.com/discovery-session-with-Jo-Colontonio/
http://igniteyourbusinessnow.com/discovery-session-with-Jo-Colontonio/
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Step 5: Review Results, Reassess, and Realign 
 
This is a very important step.  It’s during this phase that 
you review and measure the results that you’ve 
generated from your marketing strategy and tactics.  It’s 
here where you continually reassess your plan in order to 
increase its effectiveness.  There is a great deal of learning 
that occurs here.  There are numbers to crunch, strategies to review and 
modify, but most of all-important lessons to be learned both personally and 
professionally.   
 
Use what’s working and effective, and modify or change what isn’t.   
 
Learn…don’t make yourself crazy and avoid insanity trap. The definition of 
insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting a 
different result.   
 
If your efforts are not creating the results that you want, reassess and 
design solutions to realign with your goals.  Always look for opportunities 
for self-correction and business growth. Track what’s working and what’s 
converting interest into customers and sales. 
 
To get the edge in today’s marketplace entrepreneurs, small businesses and 
executives need to communicate their authentic brand using relationship 
marketing both professionally and personally.   
 
My programs teach and integrate my belief that marketing is more than 
just throwing stuff against the wall and seeing what sticks. Marketing takes 
relationships. Marketing takes soul searching. Marketing takes real passion 
and clarity. Marketing takes understanding your goals. Marketing takes 
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creating the right plan. Marketing takes implementing that plan to achieve 
your business goals.   
 
Marketing takes you. 
 
Kick Start Tips: 
 

 There are no mistakes; only possibilities and opportunities to 
explore. 

 What are you measuring? What are the results? 

 Be you… Know your market…  Be your brand…  Share your fairy dust.  
 
Stretch Kick Start Tips:  
 

 Ignite Your Business Now! Just do it! 
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Well….That wraps it up! I really hope you have enjoyed this Marketing 
Report and eCourse and found it to be of value.   
 
Now….Play Big, Have Fun and get out there in a HUGE way!  
 
And if you need a little help, support, or a love shove along the way, give 
me a call or check out my complimentary strategy session here.  
 
 

  

http://igniteyourbusinessnow.com/discovery-session-with-Jo-Colontonio/
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About Jo 
 

Jo Colontonio is a Relationship Marketing and 
Business Growth Expert. 
 
She’s passionate about teaching small 
businesses and entrepreneurs who struggle 
with growing their income to... develop their 
brand, attract more clients, create powerful 
marketing strategies and increase their income.  
 
Jo’s unique in that she’s a Hybrid Business 
Coach, combining smart business know-how 
with intuition, creativity, high energy 
performance and tactical execution, together 

with two decades of successful business experience.  
 
She is devoted to helping you, the entrepreneur, grow your business with 
value-based, creative, and cutting-edge marketing strategies that are 
proven to get big results: more clients, authentic communication, more 
sales, increased profits, and a freedom-based business that you love.  
 
She believes that marketing is more than just throwing stuff against the 
wall and seeing what sticks. Marketing takes relationships.  Marketing takes 
soul searching. Marketing takes real passion and clarity. Marketing takes 
understanding your goals. Marketing takes creating the right plan. 
Marketing takes implementing it to achieve your business goals.  Marketing 
takes you. 
 
Know your market… Be your brand… Share your fairy dust.  Play big or go 
home. 


